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Cat. No. Finish

DL32DGZ-W Matte White
DL32DGZ-B Matte Black
DL32DGZ-SS Brushed Stainless
DL32DGZ-IG Industrial Gray

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONDL32DGZ
SQUARE ADJUSTABLE DOWNLIGHT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Square, recessed, adjustable trim with regressed, square, black, knife
edged aperture. Die cast interior baffle eliminates aperture flash and
glare. Unique die cast gear driven features two axis self-locking
adjustment of fixture rotation and tilt to 45° up to 5/8” ceiling. 30° with
1” ceiling. The trim is available for use with low voltage halogen, 20w
MR-16 HID, or 39w MR-16 HID style lamps. Optional ceiling mounted
appliqué is available for zero sightline applications. Patent pending.

HOUSING
DHZF-MR16-50-120E recommended for MR-16, flange overlay
applications in non-IC ceilings. DHZO-MR16-50-120E recommended
for MR-16, zero sightline applications in non-IC ceilings. DHI/ZF will
accommodate MR-16 halogen trims in IC and/or airtight installations. 

DHZF-MH-ES16-39-120E (for use with 39w HID lamp) and 
DHZF-MH-ES16-20-120E (for use with 20w HID lamp), suitable for
non-IC, flange overlay metal halide applications. 
DHZO-MH-ES16-39-120E, DHZO-MH-ES16-20-120E for non-IC, zero
sightline, metal halide applications.

MATERIAL
Trim is constructed of steel, aluminum, and Ryton composite resin.
Painted finishes are granulated black powdercoat. 

ACCESSORIES
Trim may be accessorized with Soft Focus Lens (SFL-2), Linear Spread
Lens (LSL-2), Honeycomb Louvre (HCL-2), Spread Glass Lens (SGL-2),
Ultra Violet Glass (UVL-2), and Warm Tone Lens (WTL-2). NOTE:
Dimensions shown above are based on one lens accessory.

LABEL
U.L. Listed.

LAMP
12v MR-16 halogen lamp, 50w maximum, also available with MR-16 IR
energy saving lamp by Osram with 37w equivalent to 50w and 50w
equivalent to 65w output, in standard beam options. Fixture also
accepts new MR-16 style 39w metal halide lamp in 24° spot, 38°
narrow flood or 60° flood. 20w HID available in 12° and 24° spot.
Order lamp separately and specify lamp beam spread.

WARRANTY
Manufacturer's one year warranty of product is conditioned on use of
manufacturer supplied transformers or ballast.
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